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I 
From the explicit expressions of response functioD. obtained by Misra (1966), the rultU~ 
of waves that can propagate inside metals at extremely low temperatures can be analys 
tn presence of a steady magnetic field. The re!luhs so obtalned dT0 siinilllt to the exper 
menta1 results of Bowers et al (1961). They reporled that at 4°K in presence of B magne~ 
tic field of 10,000 gaulls waves of frequency 32 cycles/sec. can propagate inside sodium' 
In the directlon of the field with. ph ••• voloclty of 0.6B cm.f •• c. 
INTRODUCTION 
Inside metals, there are positive ions and free electrons. It can be 
considered that these free electrons are moving on a positive background. 
Hence these can be treated as electron gas. The density of !;hese elec. 
trans is very high i.e., 10'1 per c.c. Therefore, at low temperature the 
free electrons inside metals are degenerate in the statistical sense, and 
rhe thermal velocity of eleclrons obey Fermi-Dirac distribution law. Misra 
(1966) obtained expressions for the respome function of an electron 
gas using Fermi-Dirac statistics. Therefore, his results can he used to study 
the nature of wave propagation inside metals. 
Re/raG/ivc 1nde:. from Response FUAetion : 
In the presence of a magnetic field the dielectric {unction is an unsym. 
metric tensor and Dot real even in the absence of absorption. In this case 
displacement vector i. parallel to the electric field only when they are 
In the direction of the magnetic field, i·e. 
D, = <"E, ...(1) 
But for other components 
VI ± iDl == «11 ± <n) (lil. ± iEe) ... (2) 
From this it is clear that the dISplacement vector in the XY plane 
Is proportional to the electric fi.eld that rotates clockwise or counter' 
clockwis~. Therefore we can write from equation (2) 
D" = <" E" .. (3) 
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Hence <" can be expressed in terms of the response function as follows: 
<" = I - ~~IS ,Jji,OJ) 
w 
· .. (4) 
where X" = Ku ± ill" 
Using the expressions for response function, ohtained by Misra (1966) in 
e4uatlon (4), we get assuming the absorption to be small, 
}wo'c [2",""'iwJ0 
4wZn3,rvnS W 
+{ n'" "0' - r~(w-'tEl'} 1,,[ c(~±.E)_+ .,n".w ] 
w' c(w ± !l) - "0"" w 
or'wo'e [iW"w (w ± fl) 
8m't.~2w2~I~VD4 c2(~±-!2)2 -=- v2~n2;r~/l 
+.1....1n {.:lu'::I:_S!H v'!'t'~}J 
", c(w ± !l) "0"" w 
\\'h~re we have taken k = "" _ w 
C 
.. (5) 
PropagatlOn of electromagnetic waves in a metal can be analysed with 
th, aid of equation (5), But this expression is very lengthy and compH-
c.tcd, However, for the two following special cases, the wave propagation 
rm easily be analysed, 
Case [ _V~<l 
c(w ± Q) , 
~_±Ql. < 1 
f'ownlT 
The nIst case is satisfied for nil < I and w>Q, Under this approxima-
tion we can expand 
und 
in a l'ower series of _ l'on, ,0' _ and neglect terms much less than one. 
c(w±D) 
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After simple calculation we get 
.... ,,2 ~(:-°f-Qr[ 1 + J.P~O'] 
"'0"'0'", [ ----39 --] 
+ 50I (;"±D)'- 1 + -ltm'~"';;-'-
... (6) 
The second case is satisfied for ",,..,!J a~ well as for "', for which 
n,.' ~1. Under thIs approximation we get. 
3"'0'0'(", -± [1) [ ".' J 
",'v.'",,' 1 - ---n;;;,~,u,"- -. (V) 
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS f _~_'_ \ 
4m'~'.,' \ 
From equation (6) it is clear that for OJ,'::-- -;;'(;;;±-D) refrac-
tIve mdex is Imaginary. So the wave cannot propagate through the 
medIUm. For "'>OJ, equation (6) becomes 
n,,' = 1 = ",(:~Q) [1+ 4"'~;:vo'] 
Further If we neglect thr effect of temperature the abov60 equation 
reduces to AH equation, when the wave is propagating in the direction 
of the magnetic field. 
Equatton (7) bhows that nIl is alWdYs Imaginary forthe ordinary wave. 
Hence the ordmary wave cannot propagate through the medum for II,. > 1, 
whereas, the extra-ordmary wave can propagate through the medium for 
values of OJ less than!J. To get a clear picture of electromagnetic waves 
that can propagate through sodium at 4°K, the calculated values of n .. ' fot 
different values of '" are gIven in the table. In the calculation, the mag· 
nitude of the sready mar,netic field is taken to be 10' gauss and density 
of free electrons to be 2.6 x 10". 
TABLE 
"2,, II' 
-~ .. ----
111!~lDary~_ 
10 1.3 l( 10" 1.8 X 10" 
60 8.3" 10" 9.12 X 101& 0 
192 1.14 X 10" I X 10" 0.27 
]0' 13 x ]0" ].5 " W' 0.63 
10' 13 X 10" 2 x 10'6 0_8 
10' 6 xlO' 3 x 10" 0.91 
1.5 x 1011 8 X 106 4 X 10" 0.9S 
1.75 X 10" 4 X 10& 1 • lOll 0.99 
Q I 
-
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From the table it is clear that in case of sodium, electromagnetic waves, for 
which,9.I2 X 10"> w > 1.76 X lOll, can not propagate through. But it is 
interesting to note that even waves of frequency of the order 10 cycles/sec. 
can penetrate through sodium In the direction of the magnetic field. The 
phase velocity of the wave is of the order of I cm. Similar qualitative 
experimental results were obtained by Bowers .t .! (1961). From 
their results it comes out that electromagnetic waves of 32 cycles 
per second can penetrate through sodium in the direction of the magne· 
lic field of magnitude 10' gauss at 4'K. And the refractive index (s 
found to be 1.5 X 10'. 
The authors are ~tateful to Prof. Pradhan for his valuable sugges· 
tions and guidance and want to express their thanks to B. C. Ray. 
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